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Abstract  

Background: The three treatment options currently con-
sidered for vestibular schwannoma are expectant treatment,  
microsurgery and radiosurgey, and to date no class I evidence  

favors one treatment over the others.  

Aim of Study:  The objective of this study was to compare  
long-term functional outcome after gamma knife radiosurgery  
versus surgical treatment.  

Methods:  A group of 275 patients submitted to microsur-
gery and 427 patients treated with radiosurgery in two different  
centers were followed-up for 15.2± 13.6 months and 45.6±26.8  
months, respectively. We assessed tumor volumetry based on  
serial MR images, facial nerve function, hearing function,  
tinnitus, trigeminal symptoms and vertigo, and compared  
them between treatment groups.  

Results:  Based on normalized volumetry over time, surgery  
was more efficient for tumor control than radiosurgery  
(p<0.001). After radiosurgery, hearing and facial nerve func-
tions remained stable regardless of tumor size. On the other  

hand, after surgery, there was clinical deterioration for both  

small and large tumors, yet the deterioration for small tumors  
was very discrete, rendering quite similar functional results  
across groups in this category. Furthermore, surgery alleviated  
symptoms like facial hypoesthesia, dizziness, and tinnitus  

more effectively than radiosurgery.  

Conclusion:  These results represent an important contri-
bution to the field and offer evidence-based criteria to support  

the indication of a particular treatment modality according to  
the patient's expectations and professional activity.  

Key Words: Vestibular schwannoma– Radiosurgery – Micro-
surgery – Gamma knife.  

Introduction  
THREE  therapeutic options are currently consid-
ered for vestibular schwannoma (VS): Expectant  
treatment, microsurgery, and radiosurgery. No class  
I evidence exists to support one treatment over the  
others, and some clinical aspects are usually taken  
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into consideration in the decision-making process.  
Expectant treatment may be chosen for small tu-
mors, especially in elderly patients and in cases  
where the tumor shows no significant growth within  
the first year (i.e., <2mm/year), as monitored with  
MRI [1] . While surgery is offered for most cases,  
its benefits seem to be greatest for large tumors,  
which carry a greater risk of compression to the  
brainstem or displacement of cranial nerves. How-
ever, postsurgical hearing and facial nerve function  
are best preserved when the tumor is small or  
medium-sized [2] . Radiosurgery is considered a  
preferable treatment option in elderly patients, in  
cases with severe co-morbidities, and when the  
patient prefers not to have surgery, while it is  
usually not favored in cases of cystic or large  
tumors [3] . Large VSs represent a challenge to both  
surgical and radiosurgical treatment options, and  
the choice between treatments for small tumors  
remains controversial.  

In fact, tumor size is a crucial factor when  
choosing the best treatment option, as it is also a  
major predictor of treatment results. Very few  
comparative studies published so far have addressed  
the clinical aspects supporting any one treatment  
modality. The aim of the present study was to  
compare the long-term functional results of two  
patient cohorts who had undergone either micro-
surgery or radiosurgery. Special attention was given  
to resection radicality (which was based on volu-
metric MRI), tumor recurrence or re-growth, facial  
nerve function and hearing function preservation,  
as well as recovery of additional symptoms such  
as tinnitus and facial hypoesthesia.  

Patients and Methods  
We performed a retrospective cohort study  

comparing two groups of patients harboring VSs.  
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Patients in the first group were submitted to micro-
surgical resection by the senior author (MT) be-
tween 2004 and 2010 at the Department of Neuro-
surgery at the University of Tübingen, Germany,  

and patients in the second group were treated with  

gamma knife radiosurgery between 1997 and 2010  

at the Gamma Knife Center in Krefeld, Germany.  

Both institutions have a busy VS program with  
more than 100 cases per year.  

We enrolled 427 patients in the radiosurgery  
group (60.7% women and 39.3% men), and 275  
patients in the surgery group (54.0% women and  

46.0% men). Table 1 summarizes the clinical data,  
tumor size stratified according to the Hannover  

classification [4] , as well as neurological status  
prior to treatment in both groups. Patients were  

followed-up for 45.6±26.7 months after radiosur-
gery and for 15.3 ± 14.4 months after surgery (details  
regarding follow-up are provided in Table (2).  

Surgical treatment followed a well-established  

technique [5] , and was performed under general  

intravenous anesthesia without muscle relaxants.  

Anesthesia was induced with 0.4–1.0µg/kg body  
weight sufentanil, and propofol 1% (2–4mg/kg  
body weight). For maintenance, propofol was  

continued with 5mg/kg body weight/hour and  
remifentanil with up to 0.5µg/kg body weight/min.  
As already described, 89% of patients were oper-
ated on in the semi-sitting position; resection was  

conducted using the microsurgical technique,  

through a retrosigmoid approach and under contin-
uous electrophysiological monitoring (unilateral  
auditory evoked potentials, unilateral facial motor  

evoked potentials “MEP”, contra-lateral median  

n. and tibial n. sensory evoked potentials, and  
MEPs of the contralateral thumb adductor and m.  

tibial ant.). Patients were extubated immediately  

postoperatively, and on the following day, a CT  
scan was performed prior to discharge from the  

ICU.  

Radiosurgery was performed in a Gamma Knife  
4C unit (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). The patients  

were admitted on the day of the procedure, the  

Leksell stereotactic frame with insulated posts and  

titanium screws (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) was  
applied to the head under local anesthesia, and an  

axial 3D SPGR with i.v. Gadolinium (1.0–1.5mm  
thick) as well as a T2-weighed 3D image at 1.0- 
1.5mm thickness in the ROI were obtained. Plan-
ning was performed using the Leksell Gamma Plan  
software (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). The pre-
scribed dose at the margin was 13.0 ±0.2Gy, the  
prescription isodose was 63.7±4.0%, the maximal  
dose was 20.5± 1.5Gy, the mean coverage was 97%,  

mean selectivity was 85%, and the mean conformity  
index was 1.14, for a mean target volume of 1.81  

±2.21cm3 ; the number of used shots was 18 ± 10,  
and the average treatment time was 37 ± 16 minutes.  

The inclusion criterion was suspected diagnosis  
of VS, which was based on both clinical and radi-
ological (MRI) findings. Patients were excluded  

if they had received prior treatment (either radio-
surgery, microsurgery, or both), if they had sus-
pected or confirmed neurofibromatosis, and/or if  

they were followed-up for less than six months  
after surgery and less than one year after radiosur-
gery.  

We assessed the following variables: (i) Patient  

complaints; (ii) Facial nerve function based on the  

House-Brackmann (HB) grading scale; (iii) Hearing  

evaluation using the pure-tone audiogram; average  

pure tone and percentage of speech discrimination  
(all described in terms of the Gardner-Robertson  

“GR” grading scale); (iv) New symptoms or treat-
ment-related complications (e.g., dizziness, tinnitus,  
facial hypoesthesia); and (v) Tumor volumetry  

based on thin-slice MRI scans (0.7mm thickness  

T 1 with gadolinium). The volumetric study was  

performed on the Osirix 5.8 platform (Kanteron  

systems, NY, USA). Neurological assessment was  

repeated every 6 months, while hearing assessment  

and MRI scans were repeated once a year (these  

assessments were available for all patients at the  

time of the last follow-up). Data collection was  

performed by the second author (AR), who was  

not involved in data analysis.  

This retrospective study was performed in line  

with the ethical rules of the involved centers (Uni-
versity of Tübingen and Krefeld Gamma Knife  
Center), with German federal laws, and with the  
most recent review of the Declaration of Helsinki.  

Statistical analyses:  

All statistical analyses were conducted using  

the SPSS 21.0.0 software (IBM Corp., NY, USA).  

Continuous, semi-continuous and semi-categorical  
data were initially compared to the normal curve  
by a K S distance test and a Shapiro test and  

classified as normal by their adherence to the  

Gaussian curve.  

Parametric data are expressed as means and  

standard deviations. For independent samples, we  

used unpaired Student's t-tests, with or without a  
Welch correction, depending on Levene's test re-
sults. For dependent samples (over time) we used  

paired t-tests.  
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Categorical data are expressed by absolute (n)  
and relative frequency (%) and for the analysis of  

contingency matrices, we used Pearson's chi-square  
test. Additionally, we calculated the relative risks  

for clinical deterioration with their respective  

confidence intervals. A relative risk of treatment  

A over B above 1.0 indicates that the risk of dete-
rioration in A is higher than in B; a relative risk  

below 1.0, by contrast, indicates that the risk in A  
is lower than in B (i.e., a protective effect).  

To assess tumor control, volumetric measure-
ments were normalized to the pre-treatment value,  

and plotted for all patients as a function of time.  
A linear regression model was applied, using a  

least-squares algorithm.  

For the entire study, alpha was set at 5%.  

Results  

Groups did not differ from each other in terms  

of gender (p=0.08), preoperative facial nerve func-
tion (p=0.112) or incidence of tinnitus (p=0.076).  
Tumor size, however, was significantly larger in  

the surgery group, which reflects the criteria used  

for treatment indication (p<0.001). Preoperative  
hearing (p<0.01), vestibular nerve (p<0.01) and  
trigeminal nerve functions ( p<0.001) were also  
significantly more compromised in the surgery  
group (as a direct consequence of tumor size).  

Effectiveness of each treatment:  

First, we compared clinical outcome to pre-
treatment status in order to assess the effectiveness  

of each treatment modality in controlling tumor-
related symptoms. In general, radiosurgery was  
ineffective at relieving tinnitus, facial nerve func-
tion, and facial hypoesthesia (p=0.134, p=0.731,  
and p=0.875, respectively, Wilcoxon signed rank  
test after vs. pre-treatment). Radiosurgery also  

consistently resulted in reduced hearing ( p<0.001),  
but was efficient at improving dizziness (p<0.001).  
By contrast, surgery significantly altered all func-
tions evaluated: While facial nerve and hearing  

functions were significantly negatively affected  

following surgery, tinnitus, dizziness, and facial  

hypoesthesia significantly and consistently im-
proved (p<0.001 for all criteria).  

Tumor control:  
Next, we addressed the efficacy of both treat-

ment modalities in controlling tumor growth. To  

this end, we normalized the volume measured at  
follow-up to the initial pre-treatment volume. As  

expected, surgery had a more drastic impact on  

tumor size (mean relative final volume for surgery:  

4±36%, and radiosurgery: 125 ± 175 %; p<0.001,  
2-tailed Mann-Whitney U). Nonetheless, 75% of  

patients treated with radiosurgery had a final rela-
tive volume smaller than 166% (an increase of  

only two-thirds of the initial volume over an ob-
servation period of 45.6 months), indicating that  
radiosurgery was effective in maintaining tumors  
relatively stable. Fig. (1) illustrates the relative  

volumetry (normalized to the preoperative size) in  

all patients submitted to radiosurgery (Fig. 1A)  

and surgery (1B). The histograms on the top part  
of graphs 1A and 1B represent the number of  

patients in each follow-up time interval. In the  

radiosurgery group, dots in the graph represent  

1736 volumetric studies in 427 patients within a  
150-month observation period. In 151 patients in  
the radiosurgery group, tumor size increased within  

the observation period (35.4%). Transient swelling  

was observed in 88 patients, which began 3-18  
months after radiation (mean of 6.7 months), fol-
lowed by tumor shrinkage 8-85 months after radi-
ation (mean of 25.1 months). However, there was  
an overall tendency toward tumor reduction  

(p<0.001).  

In the surgery group (n=275), the resulting  

curve was horizontal, indicating that surgery was  
very effective in controlling tumor growth. Specif-
ically, total resection was not possible in only six  
cases, and there was no recurrence among those  

resected radically (99.6% control rate). Also, tumor  

residuals accounted for less than 5% of the initial  
volume. No cases required reoperation, but in 1 of  

these 6 cases, the tumor re-grew.  

Hearing function:  
At the last follow-up, patients in the radiosur-

gery group performed better than operated patients  

in terms of hearing function (p<0.001, Pearson's  
Chi-square). As assessed by the Gardner-Robertson  
(GR) scale, 33.8% of patients had good or service-
able hearing after radiosurgery (i.e., GR grades I  

and II; 47.1% pre-treatment). On the other hand,  

only 25.0% of patients in the surgery group had a  

similar functional level after treatment (42.4% pre-
surgery; see Table 1). Considering only those  

patients with serviceable hearing prior to treatment  

(GR I and II),  59.1%  still had serviceable hearing  
after surgery, as compared with 72.0% of patients  

treated with radiosurgery (see also Fig. 3). There-
fore, serviceable hearing was better preserved after  

radiosurgery than after surgery ( p<0.001). Consid-
ering that tumors in the surgical series were larger  
on average, we analyzed hearing preservation  
according to tumor size category (Fig. 4). This  

analysis revealed that, hearing preservation rates  
were comparable between surgery and radiosurgery  
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for small tumors (see "small versus large tumors",  
below).  

Finally, surgery was associated with an overall  

positive relative risk of developing non-serviceable  
hearing (mean 1.30, CI 95%  1.15-1.47). Surprisingly,  
in the irradiated population, there was a similar  

positive risk for non-serviceable hearing (mean  

1.25, CI95%  1.11–1.39).  

Facial nerve function:  
At the last follow-up, patients in the radiosur-

gery group had relatively better facial nerve func-
tion than operated patients ( p<0.001, Pearson's  
chi-square), as assessed by the House-Brackmann  

(HB) scale. In the radiosurgery group, 97.2% of  

patients were classified as HB I and II (97.5% pre-
treatment), whereas in the surgery group, 93.0%  
were classified as HB I or II (97.1% pre-treatment).  

Therefore, although facial paralysis did occur in  

some patients post-operatively, it was usually not  

severe.  

Repeating the same analysis performed for  

hearing, we observed that facial nerve function  
remained stable after radiosurgery (0.04 ±0.40) but  
showed a trend toward deterioration after surgery  

(–0.33±0.78, p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U). When  
we analyzed the results in terms of tumor size, we  

observed that the overall deterioration after surgery  

was influenced by the larger tumors and that there  
was little difference between radiosurgery and  

surgery for the smaller tumors (see text, "small  

versus large tumors", and also Fig. 5).  

There was a positive relative risk for severe  
facial nerve palsy associated with surgery (mean  

2.75, CI95% 1.25-6.07). In radiosurgery, by con-
trast, the interval included the value 1 (mean 1.10,  
CI95% 0.47-2.57), which indicates that the risk of  

severe facial nerve palsy was not significant.  

Other symptoms:  
Next, we evaluated the relative risk of devel-

oping new symptoms after either type of treatment,  

which revealed a protective effect (relative risk  

below 1) of surgery relative to radiosurgery with  

respect to facial hypoesthesia, dizziness and tinnitus  
(all ps<0.001, Pearson's chi-square; see Fig. 2,  
Table 1).  

Small versus large tumors:  
Since tumor size influences the choice of treat-

ment, tumors in patients in the surgery group were  

consistently larger. Therefore, we further analyzed  
patients by stratifying them into small and large  
tumor groups. We then analyzed the ROC curves,  

setting the final relative volume as the outcome  

variable. The cut-off value for size was 2.5 ( ≤2  
and ≥3). Following the Hannover classification for  
vestibular schwannomas, small tumors in our group  
were classified as grades I and II, whereas large  
tumors were classified as grades IIIa, IIIb, IVa and  

IVb (see Fig. 2).  

The two small tumor groups (radiosurgery and  
surgery) did not differ significantly from each other  

in terms of gender (p=0.082, Chi square), size  
stratification according to the Hannover classifica-
tion (p=0.305, Mann Whitney U), facial nerve  

function (p=0.195, Mann Whitney U) and hearing  
function (p=0.925, Mann Whitney U), incidence  
of tinnitus (p=0.065, Chi square), or trigeminal  
symptoms (p=0.266, Chi square); however, the  
groups differed in terms of age ( p<0.001, Mann  
Whitney U) and incidence of dizziness (p<0.05,  
Chi square).  

The two large tumor groups (radiosurgery and  
surgery), on the other hand, did not differ signifi-
cantly from each other regarding gender ( p=0.576,  
Chi square), facial nerve ( p=0.066, Mann Whitney  
U), hearing function (p=0.355, Mann Whitney U),  
incidence of tinnitus (p=0.544, Chi square), dizzi-
ness (p=0.138, Chi square), or trigeminal symptoms  

(p=0.372, Chi square), but differed in terms of age  

(p<0.001, Mann Whitney U) and tumor size  

(p<0.01, Mann Whitney U, i.e., larger in the surgery  
group).  

Our data show that radiosurgery was better than  

surgery in preserving facial nerve and hearing  
functions in both tumor groups (facial nerve for  

small and large tumors, p<0.01; hearing for small  
and large tumors, <0.001; Mann Whitney U). In-
deed, considering pre- and post-treatment functional  

grades, hearing as well as facial nerve function  
remained stable after radiosurgery for both small  

and large tumors. On the other hand, surgery re-
sulted in functional (hearing and facial nerve)  

deterioration, which was more intense in the larger  

tumor population. Nevertheless, this deterioration  
(means, hearing: –0.9 and -1.1; facial nerve: –0.1  
and –0.4, for small and large tumors, respectively)  

was clinically not relevant in most cases. Indeed,  

when we analyzed hearing outcome according to  

tumor size (Fig. 4), we observed that 87% of  
patients with T1 tumors retained serviceable hearing  

after surgery, as compared with 74% of the irradi-
ated patients. For T2, patients with serviceable  

hearing accounted for 62% of patients who under-
went surgery and 56% who had radiosurgery. Re-
sults were worse for larger tumors in both groups,  
yet more so for the surgery group. However, the  
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risk analysis revealed a similar risk of hearing loss  

(GR >_3) between treatment groups when we con-
sidered the total series or the large tumor popula-
tion, yet a higher risk of new hearing loss in the  
surgery group in the case of small tumors (see Fig.  
2). A similar pattern was observed for the facial  
nerve, where 100% of T1 tumors and 97% of T2  
tumors in the surgery group evolved to HB I, as  
compared with 96.5% of T1 tumors and 98.5% of  
T2 tumors in the radiation group (Fig. 5). In this  
case, the risk analysis indicated a higher risk for  
new apparent facial palsy in the large tumor group  
as well as in the entire surgery group (see Fig. 2).  

Taken together, these data indicate that both treat- 

Table (1): Clinical characterization of VS patients prior to  
and after treatment.  

Initial Presentation  Final Presentation  

p - 
values  

Radio- 
surgery  Surgery  Radio- 

surgery  Surgery  

Gender,  
No. (%):  

Female  
Male  

Size, No. (%):  

259 (60.7)  
108 (39.3)  

149 (54)  
126 (46)  

T1  58 (13.6)  22 (8.0)  
T2  137 (32.1)  70 (25.4)  
T3a  99 (23.2)  53 (19.6)  
T3b  65 (15.2)  51  (18.5)  
T4a  57 (13.3)  69 (25.0)  
T4b  11 (2.6)  10 (3.6)  

Facial nerve  <0.001  
(HB), %:  

I 97.0  94.2  96.0  74.3  
II  0.5  2.9  1.2  17.8  
III  0.7  1.4  0.7  5.4  
IV  0.5  0.4  0.9  2.2  
V  0.7  1.1  0.7  0.4  
VI  0.5  0.0  0.2  0.0  

Hearing  
function (GR),  

<0.001  

%:  
I 16.2  8.0  12.9  2.2  
II  30.9  34.4  20.9  22.8  
III  3 8.2  45.7  43.2  21.4  
IV  9.6  5.8  12.7  8.3  
V  5.2  6.2  10.1  45.3  

Tinnitus, %:  <0.001  
Absent  28.1  22.1  31.0  85.9  
Present  71.9  77.9  69.0  14.1  

Dizziness, %:  <0.001  
Absent  44.3  31.9  55.9  73.2  
Present  55.7  68.1  44.1  26.8  

Facial  
hyposthesia,  

<.001  

%:  
Absent  89.5  85.5  91.8  98.2  
Present  10.5  14.5  8.2  1.8  

ment modalities lead to similar hearing and facial  
nerve results in the case of small tumors.  

In terms of tinnitus, surgery yielded better  
results than radiosurgery in both the small and  
large tumor groups (all ps<0.001). We also observed  
a relative advantage of surgery over radiosurgery  
for dizziness and facial hypoesthesia in the case  
of small tumors only (p<0.001 for both analyses,  
Chi-square test). For facial hypoesthesia, the dif-
ference between treatments practically disappeared  

with regard to large tumors. Finally, mean risk  
values above 1 indicate that surgery imposes an  
overall positive risk of facial palsy, especially in  
the large tumor population.  

Table (2): Follow-up range and number of patients in both  
groups.  

Follow-up period  Radiosurgery N (%)  Surgery N (%)  

Less than 1 year  0  138 (50%)  
1-2 years  101 (23.5%)  80 (29%)  
2-3 years  100 (23.5%)  35 (13%)  
3-5 years  119 (28%)  15 (6%)  
5-7 years  66  (15.5%)  7 (3%)  
7-10 years  36 (8.5%)  0  
More than 10 years  5 (1%)  0  

Total  427  275  

Follow-up (months)  

Follow-up (months)  
Fig. (1): Normalized tumor size (tumor size at follow-up  

relative to pre-treatment size). In A, cohort of patients  
submitted to radiosurgery. In B, cohort of patients  
submitted to surgery.  
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Relative risks  

Hearing Facial nerve  

Tinnitus Facial hypoesthesia  

Small tumors  

Large tumors  

Whole series  
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Dizziness  

0 1 2  

Fig. (2): Relative risk for developing a new neurologic deficit in either group (radiosurgery in blue and surgery in pink). Values  

below 1 represent a protective effect, whereas values above 1 indicate the relative risk of developing a deficit. For  

hearing (risk of developing non-serviceable hearing, or Gardner-Robertson value >2), facial nerve function (risk of  
developing a visible facial nerve palsy, i.e., House-Brackmann >2).  
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Gardner-roberstson grading at  
last follow-up  

Surgery Radiosurgery  

GR  I  GR II  GR III  

 

GR IV  GR V  

 

House-brackmann grading at  
last follow-up  

Surgery Radiosurgery  

HB I  HB II  HB III  

 

HB  IV  HB V  

 

Fig. (3): (A) Proportion of patients with serviceable hearing after treatment (G&R grades I and II). For this analysis, only cases  
with serviceable hearing pre-treatment were included. (B) Proportion of patients with non-apparent facial nerve deficit  

(HB grades I and II) after treatment (only included patients without apparent facial palsy prior to treatment).  

Hearing function according to tumor size  

Surgery group  Radiosurgery group  

Fig. (4): Hearing function after treatment in relation to tumor size according to the Hannover classification. The percentages  

at the top of the bars indicate the proportion of patients with serviceable hearing (GR grades I and II) at the latest  

follow-up.  
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Facial function according to tumor size  

Surgery group  Radiosurgery group  

Fig. (5): Facial nerve function after treatment in relation to tumor size according to the Hannover classification. The percentages  

at the top of the bars indicate the proportion of patients with non-visible facial nerve deficit (HB grades I & II) at the  

latest follow-up.  

Discussion  

Although the outcome after radiosurgery [6-8]  
or surgery [9-11]  for VSs has been described in  
various reports, comparative studies offering level  

1 or 2 evidence are still lacking [12] . Large VSs  
are usually approached surgically to relieve the  

compression on the brainstem [13] . The choice of  
management for small and medium-sized tumors,  
on the other hand, is highly controversial [14,15] .  

Evolution of surgery results:  

Despite recent advances in neurosurgery, neu-
rophysiological monitoring, neuroanesthesia, and  
intensive care, a recent review of surgical series  

from the last 15 years revealed that there are still  

considerable morbidity and mortality rates. Specif-
ically, facial nerve palsy was observed in 8% to  
68.6% of surgery cases (mean: 34.0%), while  

hearing preservation rates ranged from 24.6% to  

54.1% [5,16-18] . In this study, we compared a single  
surgeon's experience (MT) with results from a  

reference center for gamma knife radiosurgery.  

Radiosurgery tumor control results :  
Two large series of patients submitted to gamma  

knife radiosurgery reported better facial nerve  

function and hearing preservation relative to surgery  

[7,19] . Although many reports on functional out-
come after radiosurgery can be found in the liter-
ature, only one study mathematically assessed  
tumor shrinkage after treatment [19] . In this recent  

study, the authors compared the follow-up of 113  
patients who had undergone g knife radiosurgery  

with that of 124 patients managed conservatively  
(follow-up 55 months). Similarly to our own study,  

these authors assessed tumor size at follow-up  

normalized to the pre-treatment value. They report-
ed a relative size of 0.85 ±0.61 (indicating a reduc-
tion of 15% at the last follow-up), as compared  

with 1.83±2.44 in the conservative arm (83% in-
crement). Although they did not apply a linear  

model, the authors calculated the doubling time as  

3.3 years in the conservative arm, versus 14.5 years  
in the radiosurgery group.  

Comparative studies:  
To  date, very few comparative studies between  

radiosurgery and microsurgery have been published  

[20-25] . In 1995, Pollock [20]  reported on the Pitts-
burgh experience with 47 patients treated by radi-
osurgery and 40 managed surgically, all harboring  

small VSs (<3cm). These patients were treated  

between 1990 and 1991 and were followed-up for  

36 months (25-48). In that study, radiosurgery  

yielded better results than surgery for hearing  

preservation and facial nerve function ( p<0.05 for  
both), with lower morbidity (p<0.01). Interestingly,  
patient satisfaction and overall functional outcome  
did not differ between groups. Similar observations  

were reported by a Dutch-Swedish study involving  

145 patients [21] . According to those authors, overall  

health self-rating (assessed via questionnaires sent  

to the patients) was better after radiosurgery.  
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Similarly, a group from Marseille [23]  reported  
their experience in which they compared the first  

97 patients submitted to gamma knife radiosurgery  

to a historical cohort of 110 patients from the same  

institution who had undergone micro surgical treat-
ment prior to 1992. Surprisingly, they reported no  

new facial deficits among radiosurgery patients  
and new deficits in 47% of surgery patients. More-
over, they reported hearing loss in 62.5% of radi-
osurgery patients and 30% of surgery patients (both  

differences were statistically significant). Finally,  
radiosurgery proved to be superior for facial hy-
poesthesia, ocular problems, dysphagia, and return  
to work. Regarding tinnitus and vertigo, no differ-
ences between groups were observed.  

The findings are very different from those  
reported in the current study. Overall, we confirmed  

the superiority of radiosurgery over surgery regard-
ing facial nerve function and hearing. However,  

our data show that the greatest difference between  

the two groups is the higher percentage of surgery  
cases who were initially HB I and evolved to HB  
II. However, these deficits were usually mild and  
did not significantly impair patients' quality of life.  
Noteworthy, facial nerve function tends to remain  

stable after irradiation. One might assume that  

these results are influenced by tumor size. In fact,  

separate analyses of small and large tumor groups  

confirmed a higher relative risk of facial nerve  

damage associated with surgery in the large tumor  

population. In the small tumor group, however,  
the absence of pre-operative facial palsy makes it  

impossible to calculate relative risk. In the radio-
surgery group, on the other hand, all risk intervals  
(for both the small and large tumor groups) included  

the value "1", thus confirming a trend towards  

stability.  

In terms of hearing preservation, radiosurgery  

seems to be preferable to surgery, as assessed at  

both the short and long follow-ups. The lack of  

recovery in the surgical series indicates that the  

cochlear nerve may be especially sensitive to  

surgical manipulation and thus unable to recover.  
Notwithstanding, in the case of small tumors, the  

advantage of radiosurgery over surgery seems to  
fade away, as both treatments rendered similar  

functional results. Interestingly, the relative risks  

were also similar between the small and large  

tumor groups.  

One difference between groups was a wider  

risk interval for hearing deterioration in small  
tumors submitted to surgery. This might reflect the  

fact that even small tumors located deep in the  
meatus may be at risk for hearing deterioration.  

The apparent discrepancy between relative risk  

calculations and outcome comparisons between  

groups may be explained by the fact that the study  

arms differed significantly in terms of tumor size;  

in other words, some extent of the "protective  

effect" of radiosurgery may be due to the fact that  

patients treated with radiosurgery usually harbor  

smaller tumors. Another more plausible explanation  
could be that the analyses conducted are not the  
same: While the outcome comparison reflects  

changes in functional status, the relative risk depicts  

the risk of developing either an apparent facial  

palsy or non-serviceable hearing. These two out-
come measures better reflect the risk of developing  
clinically significant functional changes. In fact,  
the mean changes in the grading scales observed  

after treatments were very discrete and only statis-
tically relevant because of the large number of  

patients enrolled in this study.  

In contrast to what has been reported by others  

[23] , we observed a protective effect of surgery for  

vertigo, facial hypoesthesia, and tinnitus. This  
proved to be true for both small and large tumors.  
In the case of trigeminal nerve function, the recov-
ery observed may be a direct consequence of the  

surgical decompression. On the other hand, the  

slow decompression rate that follows radiosurgery  

may not be fast enough to permit regeneration of  

the trigeminal nerve. We believe that the clinical  
improvement observed for tinnitus and vertigo  

might be due to complete damage of the vestibular  
and cochlear nerves, which at times is not avoidable  
during surgery. Damage to the cochlear nerve  

abolishes tinnitus abruptly, while damage to the  
vestibular nerve causes a transient and acute amel-
ioration of vertigo, which is rapidly compensated  
in the post-operative period.  

Karpinos et al., [22]  report on their experience  

in Houston with 96 patients treated from 1993 to  
2000. Follow-up was 2 years for the surgery arm  
and 4 years for the radiosurgery group. The study  

populations differed with respect to size and age  
(radiosurgery was more often used for smaller  

tumors and older patients). Noteworthy, a large  
proportion of patients in this series were treated  

through a trans-labyrinthine approach, which ex-
plains the low rate of hearing preservation after  
surgery (14.4%, compared to 57.5% after radiosur-
gery). A functional advantage of radiosurgery over  

microsurgery was also reported for facial hy-
poesthesia and facial palsy. Moreover, no differ-
ences related to dizziness and tinnitus were ob-
served. The findings from this series also differed  
significantly from our own, which might be partly  
explained by the small number of patients enrolled,  
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the relatively short follow-up period, and the variety  

of surgical approaches performed in their study.  

In terms of tumor control after radiosurgery, the  

authors reported an increase in tumor size in 9%  

of patients, stability in 54.5% and reduction in  

3 6.4%. In our radiosurgery arm, by contrast, we  
observed tumor growth in 35% of patients at follow-
up. This discrepancy probably reflects the longer  

observation time in our series, together with a more  
sensitive method of assessing tumor volume.  

In another recent retrospective study from Nor-
way, Myrseth et al., [24]  reported on 189 patients:  
86 submitted to microsurgery and 103 to radiosur-
gery. Tumor reduction (defined as at least 30%  

shrinkage) was observed in 49% of patients after  

radiosurgery, stability (70% to 140% of the initial  

size) in 40.2%, and tumor growth in 10.8%, after  

a mean follow-up of 5.9 years. Treatment failure  
(i.e., growth of more than 40% or the need for  
additional treatment) was similar in both groups.  
Although the observation time was similar to that  

in our study (up to 12 years), tumor control rate  

was not objectively assessed.  

It should be noted that most of the comparative  
studies reviewed refer to old series, and the more  
recent studies mostly included small patient groups  
or had short observation times. Additionally, several  

of these studies used weak criteria for defining  

tumor control, which precludes any robust conclu-
sions about the efficacy of each treatment modality.  

In this sense, our study represents an important  

contribution to the field, by providing recent evi-
dence about the efficacy of radiosurgery and micro-
surgery for the treatment of vestibular schwanno-
mas, considering the modern advances in both the  

surgical and radiosurgical techniques. We calculated  
the relative risks associated with each treatment  
modality and objectively evaluated the trend for  

a reduction in tumor volume after radiosurgery.  

According to our model, a reduction of 50% can  
be reached, on average, after 12 years.  

Conclusion  
In conclusion, radiosurgery caused less morbid-

ity and was more effective for the preservation of  
facial nerve function, both for small and large  

tumors. The facial nerve deterioration seen after  

surgery was, however, not clinically relevant. In  
addition, radiosurgery resulted in relatively better-
preserved hearing, but only in the case of large  

tumors. On the other hand, surgery resulted in  

relatively better outcome in terms of tinnitus,  
vertigo, and facial hypoesthesia. In terms of tumor  

control, radiosurgery was effective in 87% of cases  

who had either stable or reduced tumors (however,  

in 35% of cases, tumors had grown by the time of  

the long-term follow-up). We also observed an  

overall trend for tumor reduction after radiosurgery.  
We should note that the present study is a retro-
spective analysis conducted in two different centers.  

Despite the high number of patients and long  

follow-up, the analysis is limited by the fact that  

the study arms were not randomized, and thus it  

carries an unavoidable selection bias, since patients  

with larger tumors are more often referred to sur-
gical treatment, whereas small tumors are more  

often irradiated. To overcome this limitation, we  
stratified the study groups by tumor size (small  

vs. large tumors).  

In conclusion, our results suggest that looking  

for the "best treatment option" should involve  

combining everything we know about each ap-
proach with each patient's particular expectations,  

wishes, life expectancy, co-morbidities, and pro-
fessional activity.  
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